
The BOE surprised investors on Thursday, when it opted to keep
rates unchanged despite wide expectations of an increase. This
move led bond yields in the UK to see their largest fall in years, yields
on 1-year government bonds halving within hours, in what was their
biggest move since 2009. Significant market moves were not just
limited to bonds however, with the British Pound seeing its biggest
one-day fall against the Dollar in over a year.
Of the nine voting members at the central bank, seven opted to go
for no rate change this time around. Surprisingly, this seven included
BOE Governor Andrew Bailey, who had previously made quite
hawkish comments in the weeks leading up to this meeting, leading
investors to believe the bank would begin its hiking cycle this month
in the face of higher-for-longer inflation. Meanwhile, there was a 6-3
vote on leaving bond purchasing programme at its current size,
three members voting for a reduction from £875b to £855b.
In terms of projections, the central bank is now expecting GDP
growth in the UK of 7% this year (down from 7.25%), with 5% in 2022
(down from 6%), and an unchanged 1.5% for 2023. The BOE also
revised higher its inflation forecasts, citing supply-side disruptions,
which it has less control over. CPI is now estimated to come in at
4.25% this year (vs previous 4%), peaking at 5% next April, with an
average inflation of 3.5% for 2022. The bank sees inflationary
pressures falling off to 2.25% by 2023 and just below 2% the
following year.
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Equities: Stock markets on the continent are flat to higher to finish off the week on Friday, Germany's
DAX40 having reached a record high during yesterday's session. Risk assets have continued their
rallies this week on the back of less hawkish than expected central banks, coupled with a strong Q3
earnings season so far. The VIX in the States is at $15.31 this morning, having traded as low as $14.73
yesterday for the first time since June as the S&P saw new all-time highs.
Currencies: EUR/USD is down to 1.153 on Friday morning, approaching a support level which if
broken will lead to the pair seeing its lowest levels in 16 months. Sterling dropped relatively sharply
against other major currencies yesterday after the Bank of England surprised markets by maintaining
interest rates at current levels and not hiking. Between yesterday and this morning GBP/USD has
fallen over 1.7% to 1.345, while EUR/GBP is now at 0.858 for the first time since early October. 
Safe-havens: The yield curve in the UK steepened considerably yesterday as shorter-duration yields
fell sharply after the BOE's unexpected decision. Elsewhere, yields continued their pullback of the last
week, bringing bond volatility down slightly. Bond volatility has been diverging from equity vol over the
past month or so, as the safe havens have sold off amid higher for longer inflation. US 10yr yield at
1.53% today, the German equivalent at -0.237%.
Looking ahead: The main focus for the afternoon will be the jobs data to come from the United
States. For Non-Farm Payrolls in the region, 455k jobs were expected to be added over the past
month, vs the previous 194k, and with a forecast unemployment rate of 4.7%. Later today we are due
to hear Q3 earnings results from Berkshire Hathaway, Enbridge, Dominion Energy, and some smaller
names. These will be followed next week by Disney. Tencent, PayPal, Oracle, AstraZeneca, Siemens,
Allianz, Deutsche Telekom, and others.

Bank of England yesterday

IAG

US Jobs Data Preview

International Consolidated Airlines Group (IAG) released its third-
quarter results earlier today, reporting an operating loss of €452m
for the period. Revenues came in at €2.7b, while the firm prepared
investors for what looks to be a €3b full-year loss in its release.
The Aer Lingus and British Airways owner stated that it plans to fly
roughly 60% of its pre-pandemic capacity during Q4, and that it will
likely only return to 2019 levels by 2023. This compares to Ryanair,
who this week said they should reach 2019 volumes at some stage
next year. Importantly for IAG, the US is set to fully reopen next week
to foreign travellers, US to UK being among the group's most
lucrative routes.

This afternoon we will get updated jobs data from the United States,
in the form of monthly Non-Farm Payrolls (NFP) and the region's
Unemployment Rate. 
For NFP, the US is expected to have added 455,000 jobs in October,
up from September's 194k which was a miss of 490k forecasts. Fed
officials will be watching today's data closely, with 'full employment'
being half of the Federal Reserve's dual mandate. For the country's
Unemployment Rate, analysts are expecting 4.7% for last month, vs
the previous 4.8%. The US' Unemployment Rate has been falling
steadily since its 14.7% spike in March 2020.


